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ABSTRACT- Optimized resource utilization and cost
2Professor,

savings are benefits of the cloud computing, which coincide
with
the
objectives
and
goals
of
capacity
management[1].Following article briefly describes how
various cloud stakeholders perceive capacity[2] and what
constitutes the capacity management process to generate
infrastructure economies and optimizations. Cloud capacity
management explains how the capacity management can be
applied to cloud computing.
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1.CAPACITY MANAGEMENT
In a timely manner, all areas of IT, always matches to the
current and future agreed upon needs of the business .The
goals of the capacity management process is to ensure that cost
justifiable IT capacity[2]. As of ITILv3, capacity management is
one of the service design processes[4], which is the phase of
the IT service lifecycle that converts service strategy into
implementable IT services.

capacity management, andservice availability management are
the service design phase[3] principles. Ensuring optimum[5]
resource utilization, performance, and cost effectiveness,
capacity management plays a vital role in any cloud-based
service.
To maintain optimum and cost effective resource capacity is
the main purpose of capacity management.
These resources may be facilities[3], hardware, software, or
human resources. For budget and planning activities, new IT
services provides timely resources and help in resource
forecasts[2] ensures the capacity management.
IT service management process areas include demand
management, financial management and service portfolio
management[6] to ensure that service performance is
maintained to avoid running out of resources .
The capacity management process has three interrelated views
for a service management,
 Business capacity management
 Service capacity management
 Component capacity management

2. CAPACITY MANAGEMENT IN CLOUD COMPUTING
Asthe complex infrastructure isheterogeneous[3] and the
associated toolsets are complex and expensive to implement
capacity management,ensuring the highest levels of service
performance[2] and continuity and managing their data center
capacity, service providers have a plan in a cloud environment.
To determine the capacity requirements[7], inputs are taken
from tools that monitor resource performance, service level
management.The cloud introduces aspects of shared
infrastructure[1] and multi tenancy which are rented or leased
and changes the way of capacity management is done. To use
the pay as you go model and the elasticity model offered in the
cloud,redefined process interfaces will be required for
enterprises to effectively manage the capacity of the cloud.

2.1 The Capacity-Utilization Curve
Fig -1 :Layers of Capacity management
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The graphic in Figure 2illustrates capacity versus utilization
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Fig -2:Reference Model for Private Cloud
Chart - 1:Capacity versus utilization
This curve shows the core themes around actual service
consumption versus cloud services. Cloud economies can be
affected[8] by both over and under provisioning of cloud
resources which is important to understand.Once the hardware
is bought and paid for in a falling demand scenario there will be
excess capacity which will go waste in an enterprise.Taking a
risk of scenarios of falling demand, the organizations[1]
making upfront decision on buying hardware. Getting obsolete
or business demand falling is taken by the cloud provider for
risk of technology in the cloud model. The organization is
making upfront payments for hardware and thus cost of capital
needs to be factored for the life of the hardware for a financial
management.

3. CONVENTIONAL VS. CLOUD VIEW OF CAPACITY
MANAGEMENT
Figure 3showing, depicts the high level private cloud
architecture/model which is built upon virtualization,
hardware infrastructure, and automation/orchestration
layers[9].Private Cloud is the cloud deployment models
amongst Large enterprises[3] and SMBs. The basis of
application readiness and budget in hand to move applications
onto the cloud, typically cloud service providers to these
enterprises undertake building their private cloud on. Cloud
enablement[2] includes configuring the hardware
infrastructure, and building and orchestration/ automation
layer and implementing virtualization technology[1].
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Capacity management in a cloud environmentmust be able to
address the following issues:
 Capacity leading[2] to over-provisioning and issues
like VM sprawl.
 Harder to forecast capacity demand.
 Due to multi-tenant hosting in a resource-sharing
environment, it hasinefficient and complex
chargeback[10] mechanisms.
 Manual allocation inefficiencies is prone to errorsare
cause of the failure of dynamic infrastructure.

4. CONCLUSION
All resources must be shared in a virtualized environment,
which presents some unique and new challenges tothe data
center
when
determining
actual
resource
requirements.Ensuring that virtualizedbusiness-critical and
every virtual server[1] application has the resources, when it
requires them presents a complex resourceallocation
challenge.To achieve acceptable service levels and consistent,
at a known and controlled cost[11], define a capacity
managementstrategy that includes:
 In yourvirtualized environment, it can define the
processes, workflows, approvals, and schedules
associated with the workloads.
 In your environment, to manage the performance[2]
and capacity of the resources it can identify and
collect the metrics critical.
 Establishing baselines and measuring current
performance.
 To establish current and future
resourcerequirements, it can collecting and using
workload forecasts from consumers.
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